Annual Refresher Training Program

Mine ID # _ _ - _ _ _ _ _

Contractor ID

Annual Refresher Training Program (Section 46.8)

Date: _ _ / _ _ / _ _

Each miner must receive a minimum of 8 hours of annual refresher training at least once every 12
months. The training must include instruction on changes at the mine that could adversely affect
the miner’s health or safety. The refresher training must also address other health and safety
subjects relevant to the mine.
A. Each miner must receive the following training [Section 46.8(b)]
1. Changes at the mine that affect the miner’s health or safety
Approximate Time(s): _ _ hours _ _ minutes

to _ _ hours _ _ minutes

Teaching Methods:
lecture
discussion
audiovisual

site tour
other

Course Training Materials:
MSHA
company
vendor/manufacturer

applicable regulations
other

Evaluation Procedures:
oral feedback
written feedback

observation
other

B. Miners will also receive training in the following recommended subjects and for hazards
that have accounted for the most fatalities and injuries at the mine, where appropriate
[Section 46.8(c)]
If any of the recommended subjects will be taught at the mine, the “Yes” box is checked and a
completed “Recommended Subject(s)” page for each is attached.
Yes

No

If other subjects will be taught based on circumstances or conditions at the mine, the “Yes” box
should be checked and a completed “Other Subject(s)” page for each attached.
Yes

No
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Annual Refresher Training Program

Mine ID # _01_ - _00347
____

Contractor ID _ _ _

Section 46.8
Recommended Subject(s)
(Check one subject from the following:)
Applicable health and safety requirements, including mandatory standards
Transportation controls and communication systems
œ Escape and emergency evacuation plans; firewarning and firefighting
Ground conditions and control
Working in areas of highwalls
Water hazards, pits, and spoil banks
First aid
Prevention of accidents
Explosives
Mobile equipment; conveyor systems; cranes; crushers; excavators; and dredges
Maintenance and repair; material handling; fall prevention and protection; and working
around moving objects
Traffic patterns and control
Illumination and night work
Electrical hazards
Health
Respiratory devices
Approximate Time(s): _ _ hours _ _ minutes

to _ _ hours _ _ minutes

Teaching Methods:
lecture
discussion
œ audiovisual

œ demonstration
œ site tour
œ other

Course Training Materials:
MSHA
company
vendor/manufacturer

œ applicable regulations
œ other

Evaluation Procedures:
oral feedback
written feedback

observation
œ other
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Annual Refresher Training Program

Mine ID # 12
_ _ - _11111
____

Contractor ID _ _ _

Section 46.8
Other Subject(s)
Subject Title:
[Section 46.8(c]
Approximate Time(s): _ _ hours _ _ minutes

to _ _ hours _ _ minutes

Teaching Methods:
lecture
discussion
audiovisual

œ demonstration
site tour
other

Course Training Materials:
MSHA
company
vendor/manufacturer
Evaluation Procedures:
oral feedback
written feedback

Print This Form

applicable regulations
other

observation
other
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